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Baden, Germany
Just over the frontier from Basel, in Baden, you’ll find the estate of Hanspeter and Edel Ziereisen with its ancient wine cellar 

dating back to 734 AD. Working with four generations side-by-side for the last 30 years, Hanspeter has recently accomplished 
a metamorphosis in the winemaking for the area, focusing their efforts on quality by carefully tending to the vineyards naturally 
so as to reach peak potential expression with little interferance in the cellar. The goal is to reflect the power of the vineyards but 

not, as Hanspeter says, “...as a sumo wrestler but as a decathelete: smooth, elegant, strong and athletic...”
To achieve this, the property is managed naturally, emphasizing the unique micro-climates and pure limenstone soils where most 

obviously Burgundian varietals find a comfortable home but Syrah. Everything is done by hand, during harvest only the best 
grapes are picked with an additional selection before pressing to ensure the best fruit goes into the process. Gutedel (aka Chas-
salas) is their pride - if worked diligently Hanspeter believes he can revive this noble varietal’s reputation. In the cellar Hans-
peter describes the work as “controlled idleness,” allowing the wines to develop according to its own progress, where nothing is 
done but nothing is left unattended: long maceration periods and up to twenty months of lees contact, with both old and new 

wood being used, but assuredly, not frivolously. Luckily time is on their side, as the centuries before them can lay testament to 
this ground has proved perfect for grapes and so they believe that only with patience can they bring forth this historic perserver-

ance into singular expressions of the vines they so attentatively watch over.  
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White
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“Heugumber”
Baden, Germany

100% Chasselas
Information Coming Soon

Alc: 13.0%

“Hard”
Baden, Germany

100% Chardonnay
From 21 year-old vines that are hand-harvested and left to macerate for 12 
hours, followed by spontaneous fermentation with barrel aging (10% new) on 

lees for 22 months.
Alc: 13.0%
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Red
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“Blauer Spätburgunder”
Baden Germany

100% Spätburgunder
From 25 year-old vines planted on 2.5 hectares of limestone and loess soils; 
hand-harvested in October with four weeks maceration and one week pre-fer-
mentation cold soak, with spontaneous fermentation done in stainless steel 
lasting two weeks and then aged 22 months on lees in 1200-3000L old 

barrels.
Alc: 13.0%

“Tschuppen”
Baden Germany

100% Spätburgunder
These vines are from the highest plot of the three plots, planted on 2 hectares 
mostly composed of limestone and loess, with average age being 30 years-old. 
Hand-harvested at the end of September, de-stemmed, spend six weeks on 

skins with one week pre-fermentation cold saok until spontaneous fermenta-
tion ensues lasting two weeks in stainless steel. Aged for 22 months in 225L 

barrique.
Alc: 12.5%

“Schulen”
Baden Germany

100% Spätburgunder
These vines are from the steepest of the three plots, planted on pure limestone 
and the average age being 40 years-old. Hand-harvested with maceration in 
barrique until spontaneous fermentation ensues and then aged for 22 months 

on lees in barrel (20% new). Unfiltered.
Alc: 12.5%
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“Rhini”
Baden Germany

100% Spätburgunder
These vines are located at the center of the vineyard, planted on limestone with 
deposits of ferrous soils and loess on top with an average age of 30 years-old. 
Hand-harvested with maceration in barrique until spontaneous fermentation 
ensues and then aged for 22 months on lees in barrel (25% new). Unfiltered.

Alc: 13.0%


